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“Your words on Answers4dancers are helping 1000's of dancers!” - 2015 
 

“Jim's sense of what's needed at the moment is exceptional. He is an asset to any in-depth 
conversation about the dance profession” - 2010 

 
Grover Dale, TONY AWRD WINNING Director-Choreographer, owner 

Answers4Dancers.com 
 
 
PARENTS 
 
“Jim Keith is an expert in his field. Jim demonstrates integrity, provides excellent 
communication, and his word is as good as gold. I highly recommend Jim Keith.” - Jane 
Winston, Parent 
 
“ I wish you had a blog. I learn so much about "the business" from you and really value your 
opinion. Like the advice you gave me about the right college for my child,  really opened up our 
minds for Sabrina to pursue college paths that were not necessarily dance focused. It took a lot 
of pressure off of her in her research for schools and preparation for applying (and 
auditioning).  So I just wanted to thank you again for spending the time to respond to my 
questions.  I know how busy you are and we really value your input. “ - Scott Beisner, Parent 
 
“Jim has done a great job representing my 3 daughters. He is professional and well respected in 
the industry. He values talent and looks for opportunities that fit the needs of his clients. I am 
in the computer industry and appreciate the fact that he uses modern technology to 
communicate upcoming jobs. Two of my daughters received a job on “Two And Half Men”. It 
was an experience of a lifetime for them. Without Jim's help, this would not have been 
possible. The staff at Warner Brothers was excellent and they appreciated the partnership of 
an organized agent sending them talented actors. They were very thankful to have great kids 
to work with and mentioned it to us many times. Jim is asset to any team. He has great 
networking skills and many connections with well respected choreographers, photographers 
and judges in the dance and cheer industries. We value Jim as our agent and look forward to 
our continued partnership.” - Cheryl Badley, Parent  
 
STUDIO OWNERS 
 
“Jim Keith's involvement in any event that educates aspiring dancers is a must.  His straight 
forward delivery of the reality of what it takes to become a professional dancer today 
resonated with all the participants and parents at my competition.  His seminar added an 
invaluable element that I would not consider holding an event without." - Leo Gallegos, 
Studio Owner, Workshop Director  
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 STUDENTS 
 
“You can tell Jim Keith is very passionate about his work. His confidence and knowledge of the 
dance industry from both an entertainment standpoint, as well as a business standpoint, makes 
him one of a kind when it comes to dance agents. After talking with him for only a few hours, I 
could see how invested Jim is in his clients and that making them hirable is his main priority. 
What I love about him is that, unlike many agents, he used to be a dancer, so he can easily 
relate to what his clients go through on a daily basis. His experiences allow him to be a 
compassionate artist while remaining a professional businessman. He taught me that to be a 
successful dancer you must "find your individuality and make it strong enough to leave an 
impression on someone."   Because of his passion, dedication, and knowledge, I would 
recommend him to any dancers seeking representation in this industry.” - Riley Groot, AMDA 
Senior 
 
“Jim was a really great experience for us, and I'm thankful that he came to our class to talk! 
Not only did he bring the reality and honesty about the reality of the industry to life, but he 
was also very funny and made it entertaining to hear what he had to say. His vibrant 
personality captured me and made me all the more excited to go agent hunting and start work. 
He's the type of guy that knows his stuff and won't sugar coat things for your pleasure. He tells 
you how it is- and I appreciate that.”  - Christina Papendrea, AMDA Senior 
 
“I really enjoyed all the honest insight Jim was able to give us. It's not often you find someone 
who won't sugar coat everything into what you want to hear. It was also very helpful to learn 
about the industry from an agents point of view. His advice definitely put some things into 
perspective and even motivated me to push harder for what I'm trying to achieve in the 
future.” Josie Camden, AMDA Senior 
 
“I had an amazing experience with Jim Keith. He was very straight forward and honest, which 
we as young artists need. He made me realize that it doesn't matter what exactly someone is 
looking for. I have to be so good they can't turn me away. That was a big eye opener for me. 
Also, I realized how important my pictures are to the casting process and to my overall image. I 
really appreciated Jim's stories and advice.”  Ashley Scates, AMDA Senior 
 
“I definitely enjoyed having Jim speak to our class this past Monday. I felt like as soon as he 
walked in the door I connected with him and it's probably because of his outfit: down to earth, 
Star Wars shirt kinda guy. I probably would have felt less of a connection and more intimidated 
if he came in a suit and tie. I loved how informative he was and how he expanded on subjects 
we asked him about and connected to other subjects we didn't even mention. He was 
extremely honest which growing up in the dance world seems to not be shown because right 
off the back everyone wants you to think you’re good as a kid. He was upfront about how 
rough this industry really is and how we need to stay connected to help each other work. I love 
all the information he gave us because now I feel more ready and aware for when I do have an 
agent on what to expect and how to go about certain situations.”  - Sarah Boyce, AMDA 
Senior  
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“Having the chance to speak with Jim Keith made me feel more planted on my feet as far as my 
future goes. He made me realize the importance of honesty, truth and knowledge. His inspiring 
words took me back to home! Where my teachers had always given me the complete truth on 
life as well as my dancing. Hearing him speak just completely reinsured the reason I started 
dancing and why I plan to continue. It's the hunger, the falls on my face and the complete 
honesty that has allowed me to be where I am at this moment. And I look forward to where 
those lessons get me in the long run!” - Rukiya McCormick, AMDA Senior 
 
“Jim Keith spoke with our graduating dance class at American Musical Dramatic Academy. Not 
only did Jim present himself with a direct and honest approach, but he also had a genuine 
warmth and great sense of humor. I benefited from his wealth of knowledge and appreciate 
how straightforward he was in his communication.” - Olivia Lucci, AMDA Senior 
 
“Jim Keith gives future entertainment professionals what they need. He brings his sharp and 
unique personality into the room and answers questions in a whole new light. Jim has exactly 
what majority of educators are lacking, the ability to prepare young adults for what comes 
next. He inspires and motivates through sharing his own life experiences and most importantly 
Jim informs dancers of nothing but the truth and what they really need to succeed. “ - Marisa 
Warren, AMDA Senior  
 
DANCERS 
 
“Through my transitions in this dance community Jim Keith has welcomed all of my endeavors.  
As an agent he has supported my decisions and tells me what he thinks is best with honesty and 
kindness. The best thing an agent can do for their client is fight for what they deserve and 
know how and where to sell/present them to their best capabilities. Jim Keith does exactly 
that. “ - Ayesha Orange, Professional Dancer  
 
“Jim Keith is such a fantastic agent, he took a chance on me and signed me when I  was fresh 
off the boat from Australia in my first US audition. I don't think I would have had the same 
career, if it wasn't for that chance he took on signing me. I am forever grateful for his hard 
work and persistence. Jim has always pushed me to new heights and kept me honest and 
passionate about the dancer I was and have grown to become. I am so happy to have Jim and 
the hard working agents at MTA. Jim's loyalty and hard work as an agent has kept me 
consistent and determined on perfecting my craft. Thank You Jim! “ - Laura New, 
Professional Dancer, Singer  
 
“Jim Keith has been an amazing mentor and agent to me over the years. His guidance, 
knowledge and wisdom in this entertainment business has opened my eyes and opportunities. 
He's the best of the best! “ - Stephanie Clark, Professional Dancer  
 
CHOREOGRAPHERS 
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“My working and personal relationship with Keith has been amazing. I will never forget the day 
when he reached out to me and offered to represent me as a choreographer. It really meant so 
much and even gave me a new confidence! Keith is an established dancer and an extremely 
hard worker so he knows the blood, sweat and tears it takes to make it in our profession. My 
favorite memory of Keith is when he visited the set of a television show that I was 
choreographing for. During our lunch break he took the time to talk to all the dancers about 
the business. Keith ROCKS it!” - Lane Napper, Choreographer, Convention Teacher  
 
“Jim Keith is a hard working, dedicated, friendly agent on the cutting edge who is progressive 
and always available to help take my career to the next level.” - Lindsley Allen, 
Choreographer, Show Producer  
 
"Growing from young working dancers, to studio owners, and most recently to professional 
choreography Jim has been there to help guide our dreams to reality. Without his honesty and 
compassion for our goals surviving the industry of dance would be much more difficult. Not to 
mention we love his hearty laugh." - Kimmy Matich & Kyle Vandemark, Choreographers, 
Studio Owners  
 
“Jim is an aggressive and productive agent who knows the entertainment business very well. I 
have been a client for years and have worked in the arenas of Choreography, Hosting and 
Commercials through “The Movement”.  Jim leaves a professional mark on everything that he 
touches; he is resourceful, reliable, forthright and passionate. He is consistent and he gets the 
job done.  I love his spirit and how he encourages me to always play it forward. “ - Regina 
Williams, Actor, Choreographer, Producer  
 
“Jim knows how to recognize an opportunity when he sees one! He has great networking skills 
and always follows through! - Natasha Jean Bart, Choreographer, Creative Director  
 
“Jim is the best choreography agent in Los Angeles. He structures his work in everyone's best 
interest. Jim has always gone over and beyond for me. I couldn't ask for anyone better to 
represent myself. “ - Kristin McQuaid, Choreographer, Convention Teacher, Studio Owner  
 
“Jim Keith is the best in the business, I wouldn’t want anyone else handling my career out 
there, you need to have a agent/manager that knows your goals and needs, without him I 
couldn’t have reached them, and you know you're protected if you have Jim on your team” - 
Glenn Douglas Packard, Emmy Nominated Choreographer  
 
“Jim Keith's candor and industry knowledge has greatly affected my professional career. I can 
always count on his guidance and willingness to share to give me a nudge in the right direction. 
I'm so thankful for him in my career!” - Justine Menter, Choreographer, Convention 
Teacher  
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PRODUCERS 
 
“Jim always crosses the finish line to any project he has worked on with me in first place! He is 
conscience about his work, has incredible turn around time and I know if he is working with me 
that I do not need to babysit him- he will take care of every aspect of his job and more.” - Kat 
Napolitano, Executive Producer  
 

“It has always been a pleasure working with Jim. I call him first when I am looking for the right 
kind of dancer or artist. He has always been great throughout the creative process. His attitude 
allows my projects to succeed. He is my ace in the hole."  - Otis Sallid, Award Winning 
Director, Choreographer, Producer  

 
“As a Producer of children's entertainment, I highly recommend Jim for casting purposes. The 
quality of kid athletes, dancers, and performers that he sent my way took my work to a new 
level! Jim knows Talent, and he is extremely reliable, generous, and kind.” - Bobbie Hamilton, 
Producer, Manufacturer, Game Designer 
 
CASTING DIRECTORS 
 
“Jim is the Bomb! I had the pleasure of working with him during the casting of America's Best 
Dance Crew. He is an amazing agent who works for his clients day or night. Jim will always be 
one of my first calls.” - Michelle McNulty, Casting Director  
 
ASSOCIATES  
 
"Jim Keith is one of the passionate individuals I have ever met in the Dance Industry. He 
continues to discover innovative ways to bring dance to the forefront of the Entertainment 
Industry. In my opinion, his passion for "the business" is unparalleled." Kim Hale, Talent Agent 
 
“I have known Jim Keith for many years. He has constantly amazed me with his integrity and 
love for what he does. At an even higher level of amazement, I know Jim to be someone who 
has a never ending sense of humor. His ability to make people laugh coupled with his 
professionalism is unmatchable in the realm of Dance Entertainment. I truly enjoy the work I 
have done with Jim Keith and will, anytime my life permits, do so again.” - Demian 
Boergadine, Actor, Professional Dancer, Fitness Professional  
 
“A true leader in his industry. Jim is as knowledgeable as he is proficient in execution of his 
work. I have learned a lot from Jim and have the highest respect for him. I am honored to be 
apart of his team.” - Joy Sharp, former Talent Agent  
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